
Water shoes PHINOMEN-Water Shoes by BECO Beermann Black

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
43 773639 4260595227046 1 ks
44 773640 4260595227053 3+
45 773641 4260595227060 3+
46 773642 4260595227077 3+

Suggested retail price: 14.99 € s DPH

Description

Phinomen water shoes.  Waterproof water shoes are suitable for the sea, the pool, the beach or for surfing and
other water sports. Women's and men's water shoes have a non-slip sole, so you can fully devote yourself to what
you love. The elastic sock construction without seams hugs the foot perfectly and makes you feel like you're
wearing slippers. Waterproof material with breathable mesh inserts ensures an optimal climate for the feet in both
dry and wet conditions. Its quick drying and dimensional stability are also a bonus.

The water shoes can be adjusted in the back part using a string with a stopper. The sole of the water shoes is
durable and optimally flexible for greater comfort. Black women's and men's water shoes are decorated with the
brand's logo. Brand water shoes perfectly protect the feet and prevent injuries. The Phinomen water shoes from
Beco simply belong to a summer vacation. You can wash the shoes at 30°C.

Product details:

waterproof shoes for the water
unisex
modern look
brand logo on the front
the elastic material dries quickly and is dimensionally stable
without seams
breathable mesh inserts ensure comfort in both dry and wet conditions
string with a stopper in the back for individual adjustment
flexible anti-slip sole
possibility to wash at 30°C
protective function
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Note: The shoe numbering does not match. We recommend ordering two sizes smaller than you normally wear. If
you wear a size 39, we recommend ordering a size 37.
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